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Comedy, Humor and Public Speaking for Teachers and Communicators

Carmine Rodi Falanga
teacheracademy.eu/course/comedy-humor-and-public-speaking/
Min. 4- Max. 14

One week (6 days, Monday - Saturday)
English. Other languages may be available upon request

Prague - First Monday of the month
Dublin - Third Monday of the month
On request, we can organize this course directly at your school.
Discover all the dates at teacheracademy.eu/courses-dates/

All courses include at least one city guided tour and one full-day Cultural Activity.

Certificate of Attendance, including a description of the course contents (80% of
attendance required); other Certificates may be available upon request

Starting from 480€ *
* Our courses are eligible to be completely funded by the Erasmus+ KA1 funds and several other
programs.

You are free to share, copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format except for commercial purposes

Description

Add, a, little, bit, Comedy and humor are great resources in every communicator’s
toolbox. “But am I funny?” many people ask themselves. The answer is “Yes,
everyone is funny!” However, not everyone has yet discovered and expressed their
full comic potential. This course aims to explore humor and comedy for teachers,
communication, and public speaking. By taking it, you will get out of your comfort
zone, and become a more effective communicator.
The course will have a strong practical component, so be ready to get actively
involved! Participants will work alone, in groups, and in the class to explore their
personality, looking for their unique comedy style and voice. They will practice
public speaking and their verbal, non-verbal, and paraverbal communication, giving
and receiving feedback from the trainer and the group. They will also learn about
different types of comedy and some of the most popular performers, their
differences and styles. Moreover, the course will dive into how jokes can get edgy,
political, and uncomfortable, and what is the need for “safe spaces” in different
contexts like business and education.
By the end of the course, participants will know how to mine their everyday life to
find good “comedy material”. They will have improved their writing and delivering a
humorous speech thanks to the feedback by the group and the trainer and
numerous tips from public speaking and acting; and they will get more comfortable
telling jokes and using humor in your lectures, presentations, personal and
professional life.

Learning outcomes

Understand that everything and everybody can be funny;
Explore each own individual “comic potential”;
Write comedy and jokes for a variety of settings (classroom, advertisement,
social media, public speaking);
Deliver jokes and weave them effortlessly into personal and professional
communication;
Reflect on the controversial and edgy aspects of comedy and humor, about the
opportunity of boundaries, and what can be appropriate in different contexts;
Deliver a speech, with exercises and practice coming from theatre,
improvisation, public.
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Tentative schedule*

Day 1 – Course introduction & setting goals
Course introduction
Introduction to the course, the school, and the
external week activities;
Icebreaker activities using games and
debriefing.
Setting goals
Identification of needs and goals for each
participant and relevant populations;
Presentations of participants, their schools and
the trainer.

Day 3 – Overcoming fear and nerves

Creativity and warm-up improvisation
exercises;
Overcoming the fear of failure and judgement;
Presentation (2) on comedy stars. The most
recent years (2000-today);
Writing workshop: Mining everyday life for
comedy material.

Day 5 – Other types of humuor

Workshop: “edgy” humor, the dark side of
comedy and boundaries;
Comedy for social and political causes: 2 case
studies;
Advanced public speaking with 2 minutes
“elevator pitch”, integrating humor and jokes in
public speaking;
Feedback.

Day 2 – What is humour?

First introduction to the topic. What is funny?
Participants will introduce each other looking
for “funny” elements;
Presentation (1) on comedy classics and stars,
from the beginnings until the 1990s;
First public Speaking workshop with feedback
from the trainer and the group. We will exercise
voice, body, eyes, hands and movement.

Day 4 – Delivering jokes

Workshop in small groups: Refining delivery of
jokes and humorous speech;
Group Delivery: Each participant will deliver 5-7
minutes of funny speech or comedy;
Feedback.

Day 6 – Excursion & Course closure

Course evaluation: round-up of acquired
competencies, feedback, and discussion;
Awarding of the course Certificate of
Attendance;
Excursion and other external cultural activities.

*The schedule describes likely activities but may differ significantly based on the requests of the participants, and the trainer delivering the specific
session. Course modifications are subject to the trainer’s discretion. If you would like to discuss a specific topic, please indicate it at least 4 weeks
in advance.
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Links and resources
Discover our:

Self-paced online courses for teachers:
online.teacheracademy.eu
Online English Courses for Teachers:
online.teacheracademy.eu/tag/english-courses/
The New 2021-2027 Erasmus+ Programme Made Easy:
online.teacheracademy.eu/course/erasmus-programme-2021-2027/
CELTA Courses for teachers:
teacheracademy.eu/celta/

Discover Europass Teacher Academy Network:

Academy of Creativity: eacbarcelona.eu

Italian Language School: europassitalian.com

Teacher Academy Ireland: teachertraining.ie

German Language Center: europassberlin.com

teachertraining@europass.it

+39 055 247 9995

Follow us:
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